Synthetic Lipid Nanoparticles Targeting Steroid Organs
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Lipidots are original nanoparticulate lipid delivery vectors for drugs and contrast agents made from materials generally regarded as safe. Here, we characterized the in vivo stability, biodistribution, and pharmacokinetics of lipidots. Methods: Lipidots 55 nm in diameter and coated with a phospholipid/poly(ethylene glycol) surfactant shell were triply labeled with 3H-cholesteryl-hexadecyl-ether, cholesteryl-14C-oleate, and the 1,1'-dioctadecyl-3,3,3',3'-tetramethylindocarbocyanine infrared fluorescent dye and injected intravenously into immunocompetent Friend virus B-type mice. The pharmacokinetics and biodistribution of lipidots were analyzed quantitatively in serial samples of blood and tissue and with in vivo optical imaging and were refined by microscopic examination of selected target tissues. Results: The plasmatic half-life of lipidots was approximately 30 min. Radioactive and fluorescent tracers displayed a similar nanoparticle-driven biodistribution, indicative of the lipidots’ integrity during the first hours after injection. Lipidots distributed in the liver and, surprisingly, in the steroid-rich organs adrenals and ovaries, but not in the spleen. This tropism was confirmed at the microscopic level by histologic detection of 1,1'-dioctadecyl-3,3,3',3'-tetramethylindocarbocyanine. Nanoparticle loading with cholesterol derivatives increased accumulation in ovaries in a dose-dependent manner. Conclusion: This previously unreported distribution pattern is specific to lipidots and attributed to their nanometric size and composition, conferring on them a lipoproteinlike behavior. The affinity of lipidots for steroid hormone-rich areas is of interest to address drugs and contrast agents to lipoprotein-receptor-overexpressing cancer cells found in hormone-dependent tumors.
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The use of nanocarriers is becoming increasingly popular to improve the bioavailability of therapeutics and contrast agents. The low cytotoxicity and high loading capacity of synthetic lipid-based nanoparticles limit adverse side effects, enhance delivery to biologic targets, and reduce metabolism and distribution to undesired sites (1–3). Lipidots are newly described lipid nanoparticles based on oil-in-water emulsion templates made of components generally regarded as safe (4,5), forming colloidal dispersions of lipid droplets with finely tuned core/shell properties and stable for several years (4,5). These particles display no cellular toxicity and can incorporate high amounts of organic fluorescent dyes (6). Systemic administration of fluorescent dye–loaded lipidots carrying the cyclic arginine-glycine-aspartate peptide, a ligand of αvβ3 integrins highly expressed in the tumor vasculature, produced in vivo images of subcutaneously grafted cancer cells in mice (7) originally interpreted as resulting from ligand-specific uptake. However, similar levels of tumoral uptake were observed after administration of lipidots carrying a control cyclic arginine-alanine-aspartate peptide that does not bind to αvβ3 integrins (7).

This unexpected observation suggested that arginine-glycine-aspartate binding to tumoral integrins was not the main force driving the lipidots’ uptake into tumors and raised concerns as to the actual uptake mechanism. One possibility may have been the degradation of lipidots in plasma, yielding separate components taken up independently in tumors. Alternatively, tumor uptake of lipidots could have been a consequence of passive retention through the enhanced permeability and retention effect (8). Both caveats may also have combined to drive the in vivo biodistribution of lipidots. Therefore, the prime objective of this study was to explore the stability, biodistribution, and pharmacokinetics of lipidots in vivo.

In contrast to the sequential metabolism of small molecules, the degradation of organic nanoparticles is a combination of their breakdown into separate components and of the metabolism of these components, gradually releasing moieties that are ill-defined in their composition, physical properties, and tissue distribution (9). Easily quantifiable analytic methods such as inductively coupled plasma mass spectroscopy are not applicable to organic nanoparticles. Hence, we turned to radiolabeling techniques based on the introduction of 14C, 3H, or 125I radionuclides in polymer backbones (10–12), liposomes (13–15), or lipid nanoparticles (16–18). We triply labeled lipidots with 2 radioisotopes and a fluorescent dye with close physicochemical properties favoring their colocalization in the particle’s core, that is, a slightly polar head (cyanine or cholesterol moiety) and long hydrophobic chain or chains. The 2 radioisotopes, 1,2-3H(N)-cholesteryl-hexadecyl ether (3H-CHE) and cholesteryl-1,14C-oleate (14C-CHO), both previously used for liposome development (14,15,19), have different metabolic profiles: the ether link between the tritiated cholesterol moiety and the lipid chain prevents metabolization of 3H-CHE, whereas 14C-CHO is hydrolyzed in cells but not significantly in plasma (13). The near-infrared fluorescent dye 1,1'-dioctadecyl-3,3,3',3'-tetramethylindocarbocyanine perchlorate (DiD), a cyanine bound by an amine...
link to 2 lipophilic C18 chains, is efficiently incorporated in lipiodots with long-term stability (6).

We report the pharmacokinetics and whole-body biodistribution of triply labeled lipiodots in mice. Results from organ counting and fluorescence detection were confirmed by live optical imaging and ex vivo histologic examination of target organs. Unexpectedly, lipiodots showed specific uptake in steroid organs. Unexpectedly, lipiodots showed specific uptake in steroid organs, which to our knowledge has never yet been reported for a lipid nanoparticle.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Chemicals**

Suppocire NB was kindly donated by Gattefosse. Myrij-s52 (poly [ethyleneglycol] [PEG] 40 stearate) and superrefined soybean oil were gifts from CRODA. Lipoid-s75 was purchased from Lipoid GmbH; 3H-CHE, 14C-CHO, Soluene-350, and Hionic-Fluor from Perkin Elmer; DiD from Invitrogen; immunohistochemical zinc fixative ×10 from BD Pharmingen; paraformaldehyde from Labonord; and other products from Sigma-Aldrich.

**Nanoparticle Preparations**

Preparation of triply labeled lipiodots was adapted from protocols detailed elsewhere (4–7). Briefly, an oily mixture composed of soybean oil (23 mg), Suppocire NB (68 mg), and Lipoid-s75 (17 mg); DiD (1.6 μmol, ethanol); and the radiotracers (12.9 MBq [348 Ci] of 3H-CHE, 14C-CHO, and 3.3 MBq [88 μCi] of 14C-CHO, supplied in toluene: ethanol 3:1 v:v), was mixed with an aqueous phase composed of Myrij-s52 (stearate-PEG40, 92 mg) and 500 mg of glycerol in 1,800 μL of 10 mM phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), pH 7.4. The radiotracers contributed 0.6% (w:w) and DiD 0.08% (w:w), respectively. Sonication cycles were performed at 15°C for 10 min to yield 55-nm triply labeled lipiodots, which were protected from light and dialyzed overnight in ×1 PBS at room temperature. Samples were sterilized on 0.22-μm filters and diluted to adjust the dose of radioactivity and fluorescence for characterization and in vivo injection. The preparation of enriched formulations was similar except that cholesterol (CH, 0.6% or 2.0% (w:w)) or cholesteryl stearate (CHST, 0.6% or 2.0% (w:w)) was added to the oily premix.

**Nanoparticle Characterization**

The hydromdynamic diameter, polydispersity index, and ζ potential of the lipid nanoparticles were measured with a Zeta Sizer Nano instrument (NanoZS) in ×0.1 PBS buffer. Optical properties of the lipiodots were characterized using a Cary 300 Scan spectrophotometer (Varian) for ultraviolet/visible light absorption and an LS50B fluorimeter (Perkin-Elmer) for emission. Radiotracer encapsulation yields were calculated by measuring radioactivity in the sample and in the dialysis water bath before and after extensive dialysis. Coencapsulation of the 3 tracers was controlled by size-exclusion chromatography of a 10-μL aliquot through a PD 10 column (Sephadex G25; particle size range, 85–260 μm; GE Healthcare). Two hundred–microliter samples were collected, radioactivity was counted on a 2200CA TRiCarb liquid scintillation analyzer (Packard) after addition of 10 mL of Hionic-Fluor, and fluorescence of the cyanine dye DiD (maximum absorption and emission wavelengths, 645 and 665 nm, respectively) was measured on a Fluobeam-700 (Fluoptics Grenoble) using a 100-ms acquisition time. Fluobeam is an open-field imaging system combining near-infrared fluorescence excitation by a 690-nm laser and white-light–emitting diodes (LEDs). Dedicated optics scatter the laser and LED light over a field 6 cm in diameter at a distance of 15 cm. The power density of laser irradiation on tissue is 52 μW/mm². The fluorescence signal is collected through a high-pass filter over 700 nm.

**Animal Experimentation**

Animal studies were approved by the animal ethics committee of Institut d’Imagerie Biomédicale and conducted in accordance with Directive 2010/63/EU of the European Parliament on healthy Friend virus B–type (FVB) female mice (6 wk old; Janvier Labs) weighing 22–25 g. All injections were made through the tail vein by bolus injection in 100-μL volumes using 29-gauge syringes.

**Pharmacokinetics Study**

Three mice were injected with 1.2 × 10^13 nanoparticles in 100 μL of PBS (46 mg/kg lipids, 49.2 kBq [1.33 μCi] of 3H-CHE, 14.1 kBq [0.38 μCi] of 14C-CHO, and 9.2 nmol of DiD); 3 mice were injected with the free radiotracers (49.2 kBq [1.33 μCi] of 3H-CHE and 14.1 kBq [0.38 μCi] of 14C-CHO in 100 μL of PBS with 1.33%;3.8% v:v toluene:ethanol); 3 mice were injected with free DiD (9.2 nmol in 100 μL of PBS with 1.5% (w:w) polysorbate 80). For each sampling time point, 10-μL blood samples were collected retroorbitally in anesthetized animals, placed into scintillation vials, dissolved with Soluene-350, bleached using hydrogen peroxide (30%), mixed with Hionic-Fluor, and counted on a β counter (TriCarb; Packard). A diluted sample of the injected solution was used to quantify radioactivity measurements. Results are expressed in percentage injected dose (%ID) per gram or cubic centimeter of tissue. Pharmacokinetics parameters were calculated by bicompartamental analysis using WinNonlin, version 3.2 (Pharsight), and statistical analyses were performed with R software using a bilateral t test (matched variables), with α equal to 0.05.

**Biodistribution Study**

The composition of the injected solutions was the same as for the pharmacokinetics study. Mice (n = 3 per time point) were divided into 3 groups; group 1 received triply labeled nanoparticles (n = 30), group 2 the free radiotracers (n = 15), and group 3 DiD in polysorbate 80 (n = 15). Three mice were used to quantify tissue autofluorescence. Fluorescence imaging was performed on a Fluobeam 700 (Fluoptics) on shaved animals (Nair cream; Church and Dwight Co., Inc.). Autofluorescence was measured before injection of lipiodots. In vivo whole-body imaging of mice was performed under gas anesthesia (isoflurane:oxygen 2%) at selected time points after injection. After the last imaging session, a 200-μL blood sample was collected by cardiac puncture into heparinized tubes and centrifuged at 2,000 rpm for 10 min at room temperature. Tissue samples from liver, brain, spleen, heart, kidney, adrenals, uterus, ovary, fat, intestine, lung, salivary gland, muscle, and pancreas were excised and rinsed with saline. Organ fluorescence was measured, and a sample from each organ was weighed and placed into a 20-μL scintillation counting vial. Two milliliters of tissue solubilizer (Soluene-350) were added to the vials and placed under agitation in an oven at 60°C until complete dissolution. Samples were allowed to cool, and 400 μL of 30% H₂O₂ were added. After complete bleaching, 10 mL of Hionic-Fluor were added, and the samples were mixed vigorously for 1 min. Samples (10 μL) of biologic fluids (plasma, blood cell pellet, and urine) were placed in scintillation vials and counted as described above. Fluorescence from organ and plasma samples was measured by Fluobeam 700 fluorescence imaging and analyzed using ImageJ software, after subtraction of autofluorescence measured for each organ in control.
mice. Cholesterol- or cholesteryl stearate–complemented lipidots were injected in healthy FVB female mice following the same protocol (100–µL injection, 9.2 nmol of DiD, 1.2 × 10^13 particles). The mice were sacrificed 4 h after injection, and organs were dissected and imaged as described above.

**Histology**

Histologic analysis was performed on samples collected from mice injected with nonradioactive, DiD-only loaded nanoparticles. The mice were sacrificed 24 h after injection. The organs were removed and placed for 48 h in 20 mL of ×1 immunohistochemical zinc fixative at 4°C, followed by 24 h in 20 mL of paraformaldehyde 4%–sucrose 20% at 4°C, and then were immersed in isopentane, frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at −80°C. Five-micrometer sections were cut on a CM 3050S cryostat (Leica). Nuclei were stained with 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI), and fluorescence was observed after excitation by a metal halogenide lamp (120 W) on an Axio Observer Z1 microscope (Carl Zeiss SAS) with an Axiocam MRm monochrome cooled camera (ICX 285 detector [Sony] in the 350- to 1,000-nm range, with 12-bit encoding), through a Plan-Neofluar (Zeiss) ×20 (numeric aperture, 0.50) objective with ×200 magnification and a 0.35 µm/pixel resolution. Three filter sets (Zeiss) were used: for DAPI, excitation G 365, beam splitter FT 395, and emission BP 445/50; for DiD, excitation BP 665/45, beam splitter FT 695, and emission BP 725/50; for autofluorescence, excitation BP 550/25 (HE), beam splitter FT 570 (HE), and emission BP 605/70 (HE). Fluorescence signals were captured and analyzed using Axiovision software (Zeiss).

**Tumor Uptake Assays**

The PyMT murine mammary carcinoma model (20) was used to demonstrate the affinity of lipidots for hormone-dependent tumor cells. Two million PyMT tumor cells were implanted in the fat pad (fourth mammary gland) of 10-wk-old FVB female mice. Tumors were allowed to grow for 15–20 d until they reached a diameter of 0.5–0.7 cm. Mice were shaven with Nair cream, and autofluorescence was quantified with the Fluobeam 700 (100-ms exposure time). Analysis was performed with ImageJ software after subtraction of auto-fluorescence recorded for the same organ in noninjected mice.

**RESULTS**

**Nanoparticle Characterization**

Triply labeled lipidots containing the 3 tracers ³H-CHE, ¹⁴C-CHO, and DiD were obtained as 55 ± 2 nm (mean ± SD, n = 3) droplets with a polydispersity of 0.19, in a concentrated particle dispersion (1.2 × 10^13 particles/mL after dialysis) with long-term stability (>120 wk at 4°C) (4,5). Because of the neutral PEG coating of the particles, the ζ potential of the droplets was close to −5 mV.

After extensive dialysis, tracer encapsulation efficiency was 99.0% ± 0.6% for the 2 radiotracers and 95% ± 5% for DiD, whereas 0.8% ± 0.06% of ³H-CHE and 0.9% ± 0.01% of ¹⁴C-CHO were recovered in the dialysis bath. DiD could not be detected in the dialysis bath because of its low solubility in water. The excellent encapsulation efficiencies result from the high affinity of the lipophilic tracers for the C18 oily phase of the particle core. The size-exclusion chromatography profile showed that all 3 tracers coeluted with the lipidots, confirming their coencapsulation efficiency of the lipophilic tracers for the C18 oily phase of the particle core.

**Blood Pharmacokinetics of Lipidots**

Blood pharmacokinetics after intravenous injection of triply labeled lipidots showed similar time–activity curves for ³H-CHE and ¹⁴C-CHO up to 8 h after injection (Fig. 1). In contrast, free ³H-CHE or ¹⁴C-CHO was immediately washed out from the blood compartment after injection. Time–activity curves of ³H-CHE and ¹⁴C-CHO loaded in lipidots were fitted on a bicompartamental model (Table 1). The distribution phase half-life was similar (~30 min, [Table 1] P = 0.23) for ³H-CHE and ¹⁴C-CHO, whereas the elimination phases of the 2 tracers were statistically different after 8 h after injection (P = 0.012, Fig. 1 inset). In all cases, plasma accounted for over 98% of whole-blood radioactivity.

**Organ Biodistribution of Lipidots**

Whole-body distributions of fluorescence and radioactivity were compared for the free tracers and the triply labeled lipidots (Fig. 2 [Fig. 2] and Supplemental Figs. 2–6). Concerning free radiotracers, the major organ of uptake was the lung, with maximum concentrations at 16 h after injection of 124 ± 61 and 261 ± 160 %ID/g for ³H-CHE and ¹⁴C-CHO, respectively. In liver and spleen, radioactivity concentrations of ¹⁴C-CHO remained low: 12 ± 2.8 and

**FIGURE 1.** Blood kinetics of ³H-CHE and ¹⁴C-CHO after intravenous injection of triply labeled lipidots in mice (mean ± SD; n = 3). Inset: semilogarithmic plot of same data points.

(Supplemental Fig. 1; supplemental materials are available at http:// jnm.snmjournals.org).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>¹⁴C</th>
<th>³H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Half-life distribution (h)</td>
<td>0.50 ± 0.13</td>
<td>0.41 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half-life elimination (h)</td>
<td>5.83 ± 0.4</td>
<td>7.9 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean residence time (h)</td>
<td>7.0 ± 0.5</td>
<td>10.2 ± 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume of distribution (mL)</td>
<td>4.3 ± 0.8</td>
<td>5.2 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systemic clearance (mL/h)</td>
<td>0.62 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.52 ± 0.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data are mean ± SD.
5.32 ± 1.2 %ID/g, respectively, at 16 h after injection, whereas DiD fluorescence was found mainly in these 2 organs.

After injection of triply labeled lipidots, the 3 tracers were found mainly in the liver, ovaries, and adrenals, and only low levels were observed in the brain, heart, fat, intestine, muscle, pancreas, and salivary glands (Fig. 2B and Supplemental Figs. 3–6). No significant uptake was observed in the spleen, lung, kidney, or urine; high concentrations of the 3 tracers were recovered from the bile, albeit with a large interanimal variability. Altogether, uptake was major in gonadosteroid organs (i.e., liver, adrenals, ovaries), suggesting a specific tropism of lipidots for these organs.

The ratio of DiD fluorescence to $^3$H radioactivity remained constant at all time points in plasma and organs (Supplemental Fig. 7). The ratio of $^{14}$C to $^3$H remained nearly constant in most organs up to a few hours after injection, except in the liver, for which the 2 signals diverted early, between 15 min and 2 h after injection. At 168 h after injection (7 d), high amounts of tritium radioactivity (>30 %ID/g) and DiD fluorescence were still present in the liver, whereas hepatic $^{14}$C-CHO radioactivity peaked at 19 %ID/g at 2 h after injection and decreased steadily afterward (0.2 %ID/g at 168 h after injection) (Fig. 2 and Supplemental Figs. 4–7). Biliary concentrations of the tracers were heterogeneous because of variable hepatobiliary excretion rates among animals. Nevertheless, the fact that in the liver, $^{14}$C counts corresponding to the metabolizable ester $^{14}$C-CHO decreased steadily while tritium counts and fluorescence, corresponding to nonmetabolizable $^3$H-CHE and DiD, respectively, remained at high levels indicates that bile was the main elimination route for lipidots.

FIGURE 2. Quantitative tissue distribution after injection in mice of freely soluble tracers (A) or same tracers loaded in lipidots (B) (mean ± SD; n = 3 per time point).
Tritium and fluorescence signals persisted also in the adrenals and ovaries; in the ovaries, uptake for $^{3}$H maximized at 43 ± 14 %ID/g at 16 h after injection and still was 21 ± 4.6 %ID/g at 168 h after injection; in the adrenals, uptake for $^{3}$H maximized at 43 ± 14 %ID/g at 16 h after injection and still was 29.3 ± 3.3 %ID/g at 168 h after injection, whereas uptake for DiD maximized 48 h after injection and decreased slowly until 168 h after injection. As in other organs, the time–activity curve of $^{14}$C radioactivity was different: in the ovaries, a peak of 25.1 ± 6.9 %ID/g was achieved at 4 h after injection whereas 0.74 ± 0.08 %ID/g was present at 168 h after injection; in the adrenals, the peak of 21.3 ± 4.0 %ID/g was achieved at 4 h after injection whereas 2.73 ± 0.04 %ID/g was present at 168 h after injection. Consequently, the ratio of $^{14}$C to tritium counts decreased steadily in the main organs of uptake—that is, liver, adrenals, and ovaries—whereas the ratio of DiD fluorescence units to tritium counts remained constant in these organs a whole after administration of lipiodots (Supplemental Fig. 7).

DiD fluorescence levels in the ovaries were high enough to be observed directly through the skin of live mice 24 h after the injection of DiD-loaded lipiodots (Fig. 3A). After laparotomy, DiD fluorescence created a clear contrast with adjacent tissue in the adrenals and ovaries (Fig. 3B and 3C). Fluorescence in lymph nodes was also observed, especially in the axillary and lumbar nodes. An uptake of lipiodots in lymph nodes has been previously observed and is common to other inorganic and organic, especially lipid-based, nanoparticles (6).

Histology

Histologic analysis was performed ex vivo on tissue sections of the liver, spleen, kidneys, adrenals, and ovaries obtained after sacrifice of animals injected with lipiodots. No autofluorescence signal was observed at the excitation or emission wavelength of DiD in the organs of control mice. After DiD-loaded lipiodot injection, ovaries and adrenals were highly fluorescent, and homogeneous repartition of fluorescence was observed in the liver (Supplemental Figs. 8 and 9). In the ovaries, fluorescence was essentially observed in the corpus luteum bodies but not in other parts of the gland (Fig. 4A). In the adrenals, DiD fluorescence was prominent in the X zone located in the deepest layer of the cortex and absent from the medulla (Fig. 4B).

Formulations Enriched in Cholesterol and Cholesteryl Stearate

Lipiodots enriched with cholesterol or cholesteryl stearate, in 2 different concentrations (0.6% [w:w]), corresponding to the total cholesterol present as $^{14}$C-CHO and $^{3}$H-CHE, and 2.0% [w:w]) were prepared and administered to mice. Cholesterol is amphiphilic and assumed to localize preferentially in the particle shell, whereas cholesteryl stearate is lipophilic and should preferentially localize in the oily core. The size and polydispersity of the lipiodots were similar for cholesterol- and cholesteryl stearate–enriched formulations and for nonenriched lipiodots (Supplemental Fig. 10). However, after 90 d at 4 °C, both cholesterol-enriched formulations depicted signs of destabilization (increase in size and polydispersity), whereas cholesteryl stearate–loaded lipiodots remained stable during at least 130 d.

Enrichment of lipiodots with cholesteryl stearate induced a dose-dependent increase in ovary uptake (Supplemental Fig. 10): uptake increased 1.6-fold for 0.6% (w:w) and 2.9-fold for 2.0% (w:w) cholesteryl stearate lipiodots, with respect to labeled nonenriched lipiodots; the ovary-to-muscle ratio was 11 ± 3.0 for 0.6% (w:w) cholesteryl stearate lipiodots and 20 ± 1.5 for 2.0% (w:w) cholesteryl stearate lipiodots. Addition of cholesterol alone had no effect on ovarian uptake: ovary-to-muscle ratios were 6.7 ± 0.7, 4.4 ± 1.8, and 6.8 ± 1.4 for nonenriched, 0.6% (w:w), and 2.0% (w:w) cholesterol lipiodots, respectively.

The tropism of lipiodots toward organs involved in gonadosteroid synthesis prompted us to examine their uptake in a steroid-hormone-dependent tumor. Figure 5 shows fluorescence images acquired after the injection of DiD-loaded lipiodots in FVB mice that had received orthotopically implanted hormonodependent PyMT mammary cancer cells (20). High tumor-to-skin fluorescence ratios were reached in vivo (3.5 ± 0.6 at 5 h after injection, 9.2 ± 0.7 at 24 h...
DISCUSSION

Lipidots are colloidal dispersions of lipid droplets with a finely tuned core diameter and internal viscosity, made of components generally regarded as safe, with a shelf-life in suspension of over 1 year and no cellular toxicity (4–6). The lipidots used in the present study were 55 nm in diameter, large enough to offer a sufficient volume for drug loading but small enough to limit uptake by macrophages of the reticuloendothelial system and favor extravasation and cell internalization (21). Lipidots have a high loading ratio for lipophilic molecules (6) and are coated with PEG to prevent surface protein adsorption and macrophage uptake (1, 2, 21, 22) and to favor long-term colloidal stability, neutrality of charge (4), and long plasma circulation times. Lipidots were loaded with 3 tracers presenting similar physicochemical properties, that is, a slightly polar cyanine or cholesterol head and long C16 or C18 hydrophobic chains. Lipidots loaded with cholesterol were less stable than those loaded with cholesteryl stearate, indicating that the tracers used in this study were preferentially located in the particle core or profoundly anchored in the particle shell by their C16/C18 tails.

An efficient container should safely transport its cargo to the destination and then release it. Triply labeled intravenously administered lipidots comply with these specifications as evidenced by the absence of leakage of the tracers in the blood compartment and the release of the tracers in specific organs. Lipidots circulated for over 24 h in blood and did not release any of the encapsulated tracers in the plasma, which would have been detected by homing of the tracers toward different organs (Fig. 2) (23). These results demonstrate the integrity of the lipidots, at least that of their core part containing the lipid tracers, during the initial phase of blood circulation and distribution to the organs.

To test for release of the lipidots’ cargo in the organs of uptake, we used radiotracers with different metabolic stabilities: the other link between the cholesteryl moiety and the lipid chain of 3H-CHE is nonexchangeable and nonhydrolyzed (13,15); hence, this tracer accumulates in tissues without metabolization and is used to assess liposome and lipid nanoparticle biodistribution (14,16,17). In contrast, 14C-CHO is stable in plasma but hydrolyzed within 2 h after cellular internalization (13). The DiD fluorophore loaded into lipidots has a long shelf life (6); little is known about its stability in vivo, but the fluorescence properties of DiD depend on its structural integrity and would be lost on degradation. The similar organ distribution of DiD, 3H-CHE, and 14C-CHO at early time points after administration indicates that lipidots were taken up as intact nanoparticles into mouse tissues or at least that their core was intact. At later time points, decorrelation of the 14C signal on the one hand from tritium and on the other hand from fluorescence signals reflects the release of the tracer cargo from lipidots into the organs.

In contrast to PEGylated solid lipid nanoparticles shown to accumulate in heart, muscle, kidneys, and brain (1,3), lipidots homed preferentially to the liver, adrenals, and ovaries. Uptake of lipidots in the liver but not in the spleen is reminiscent of the uptake of lipoprotein complexes rather than that of most artificial nanoparticles. Small nanoparticles (e.g., quantum dots < 5.5 nm (24) or “soft” dendrimer nanoparticles < 15 nm (25)) avoid phagocytosis and are cleared from the blood by the kidneys, but larger organic or inorganic nanoparticles accumulate in the spleen and liver through phagocytosis by the mononuclear phagocyte system (21,22). In contrast, chylomicrons and very low density lipoproteins (VLDL) are avidly and rapidly taken up in the liver; for example, 50 %ID of VLDL labeled with small particles of iron oxide are present in liver 20 min after intravenous injection (26). Hepatocyte internalization of chylomicrons or VLDL in an apolipoprotein (especially apolipoprotein E)-dependent lipoprotein-receptor-mediated endocytosis (26) is already significant at 5 min after administration (26). Biodistribution avoiding the spleen suggests that, similarly to lipoprotein complexes, lipidots are taken up by liver hepatocytes rather than by Kupffer cells.

The observation of a high level of lipidot uptake in the adrenal glands and ovaries was unexpected. Fluorescence microscopy of histologic tissue sections further demonstrated a specific homing of lipidots to the ovarian follicles and to the deepest layer of the adrenal cortex, 2 steroid-rich regions where synthesis of steroid hormones takes place. In the ovaries, the theca cells of the follicles synthesize androgens that are aromatized by granulosa cells to produce estrogens, primarily estradiol; after ovulation, follicles turn into corpus luteum, which is loaded with lipids and secretes massive amounts of progesterone and other steroids. In the adrenal gland, the deepest layer of the cortex corresponds in humans to the pars reticularis, where male sexual hormones such as DHEA are synthesized. In mice and other rodents, the deepest layer of the mouse adrenal cortex is the so-called X zone (27), supposed to be involved in progesterone and 11-deoxycorticosterone metabolism (28).

To the best of our knowledge, an accumulation of lipid nanoparticles in organs involved in the synthesis or storage of steroid hormones (the liver converts steroids into sexual hormones) was never reported previously. This peculiar tropism is a consequence of the lipid composition of lipidots, since it is increased by enrichment with cholesteryl stearate in a dose-dependent manner. Few studies have addressed in vivo distribution of nanoparticles toward these organs, and the underlying mechanism is hypothetical. Accumulation in steroidogenic organs could be accounted for by both the nanometer size and the lipid nature of lipidots, turning them into “chylomicron/VLDL-like” particles after interaction with blood components. Indeed, lipoprotein receptors are overexpressed in adrenals and in the liver (29) and there are structural similarities between lipidots and natural chylomicrons or VLDL, including
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